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OF THREE-DIMEITSIONAL
CONDITIONS*

By G. Oppel
SUMMARY
The present report contains the description
and typical application
of two mhotoelastic
methods which are
suitable for the study of stress and strain conditions
in
three dimensions,
namely: the fixation method and the immersion method.
The former can he used in nearly all cases of static
loading.
I’t depends upon the possibility
of transforming
purely elastic into perinanent deformations
and gives an
accurate picture of the stress and strain conditions.
The immersion method, in many cases, affords a good
insight into such conditions under static and dynamic loading.
It is also applicable
to problems
dealing with the
tracing back of a dynamically
produced
stress condition to
a static stress condition of the same tYPe”

I. OPTICAL

PRINCIPLES

Under certain conditions
light of the same wave length
travels through a transparent
sulstance
(such as stressfree glass or synthetic resin) with uniform velocity.
According
to IIuygensl undulatory
theory of light (reference 1) with the all-penetrating
luminiferous
ether as
carrier o.f the waves, every point in the ether acted, upon
hy the light becomes the source of new light waves.
In
transparent
substances with nondirectional
optical proper,ties the new light waves are spherical.
—-. ...- ——— —-----

..-——.. ____ ________. .. . ... ----

---- .... ...... -. -. -.-— -------- --------- .--.-.— . .. .

*’lPolarisationsomt ische Untersuchung
r~umlicher
Spannungsund Dehnungszustkde
.‘1 Forschung
auf dem Gebiete des
Ingenieurwesens,
vol, VII, no. 5, September-October,
1936, Pp. 240-248.
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But such substances may lose this property on becoming deformed.
The propagation
of light in a small particle of the su’tstance then resembles
the propagation
of
light in a crystal.
For example:
Glass which is optically isotropic before deformation,
manifests under unidirectional
stress
the optical property
of a uniaxial
crystal (reference 2).
Every point of the ether in the substance acted upon by
the light becomes the simultaneous
source of two light
waves - one having the shape of a sphere, the other that
of the surface of an ellipsoid of revolution.
For any direction of rays through the point of origin of these light
waves there are
with one exception,
two rays of unequal
velocity.
The light of each ray vibrates in only one plane
and perpendicular
to the direction
of the rays.
The planes
of vibration
of the two rays of one direction are at right
angles to each other.
One single ray velocity exists only
in the direction
through the point of origin of the light
waves and the two points of contact of the wave surfaces.
This particular
direction
is called the optic axis.
In general the propagation
of light
trarily deformed particle
of transparent
the ”propagation of light in an optically
(reference 2).

in a small arbimatter resembles
biaxial crystal

Every point of the ether in the substance which is
acted upon by the light becomes the source of light waves
with a two-sheeted
wave surface of the fourth order.
By the use of a different presentation
this surface
can be replaced by a more simple one, the so-called
Fresnel ellipsoid
(fig. 1).
The two ray velocities
lelonging
to each ray direction
S and their corresponding
planes of vibration are
obtained by passing a plane
E perpendicular
to
S
through the center
The half-lengths
P
of the ellipsoid.
of the elliptical sectof the principal
axes
L1
La
and
ion
give the two ray velocities
V1
and
Va.
The direction of’ the principal
axis
LI (La)
of this elliptical
section together with direction
S define the plane of
vibration
of the light ray
VI (V2 ).
The half-lengths’ of the principal
axes of Fresnel~s
ellipsoid correspond
to the so-called three principal
light velocities
Two planes can be
and VIII.
V1, VII,
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passed through the center of the” triaxial ellipsoid whose
The
sections with the ellipsoidal
surface are circles.
directions
of these two planes are called .th,eoptic axes.
There is only one ray velocity for the axes.
The axes
lie in the plane through the maximum and minimum principal
velocity of the l,ight.
In the case of the optically uniaxial,,crystal,
the
light velocity and Vibratory relations of the unidirectional condition
of concentrated
stress just considered
can be represented
by )?resnel~s ellipsoid with two equal
principal
axes.
The optic behavior of a small homogen,enously deformed particle is determined
if Fresnel IS ellipsoid, with the directions
of its principal
axes are known.
‘The numerous photoelastic
studies available
on tmodimensional, stresses in the common materials
(glass,
trolon, bakel.lte) show that the directions
of the principal stress and strain, in the range of purely elastic bella,vior of the material coincide with the directions
of the
principal
light velocities
of Fresnel~s
ellipsoid.
Figure 1 shows that a light ray in the direction
of
the principal
light velocity
penetrates
the
sub‘III
stance at velccity
if
the
plane of’ vibration
of the
‘II
ray is coincident wit’h the plane through
and
~~1.
‘III
According
to the data for the t~o.-dimensional stress condition the difference
of velocity
in the deformed
‘II
and of velocity
V.
in the nondef”ormed particle is proportional
to the principal
axial stress
ff.1, which is
perpendicular
to the plane of vibration
of the light ray:
VII

(c = a constant
bration test.)

-

V.

=c~I

for the’ material,

determined

by a cali-

Brewster
stated this law in similar form in 1816 for
the conditions
of unidirectional
stress (references
3, 4,
and5).
For small deformations
the relation between
stress and strain fo”llows Hooke~s law.
.,.

If’the’ effect On the light of the proximity
of a particle can be shut out - the deformations
and the optical
properties
of “the’neighborhood
are different,
in general the shage and the directions
of the jrincipal
axes of
Fresnel?s
ellipsoid for a small, homogeneously
deformed
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particle of matter can be defined by the conventional
methods employed in crystal optics (by Jamin or Mach!s interferometer,
for example).

II. METHOD
10 Principle

OF FIXATION
of the Method

With the aid of a new phenomenon
in the behavior of
it is possible
to determine
the .opt’ical propmaterials,
erties of heterogeneously
deformed particles
in a body
consisting
of doubly refractiilg materia”l.
This behavior is
strikingly manifested
in synthetic resin products
such as
trolon and bakelite.
For example, if trolon is heated to 80 Oc.,
and at
that temperature
subjected to purely elastic deformation,
and subsequently
cooled without change in the deformation,
the stresses are removed.
__._________–_–—__–_
The condition
of elastic deformation l)ecome~
fixed.
_—.——_————
.——.
..k_____
Complete fixation of the previously
elastic condition
occurs as soon as the temperature
drops below a threshold
value (about 35° C. for trolon); softening takes place as
soon as the temperature
rises above the threshold value.
At 20° C., for instance, we find that the purely elastic
deformations
- at 80° C. - have become permanent
deformations.
But the ont-ica,l anisotropY
(directi~g22_Qpt~&Q~
mromerty)
is nreserved
with the deforma3Z~gS_2~~Qz_&h<
-———— ...
stresses
have
gone.
— ..—————————— ..— _ ,-—
Every particle
of the deformed body reacts to light
like a crystal.
Pieces may be cut out of the material,
that has been relieved of stress. by the fixation, without disturbing
their reaction to light.
Their optical
properties,
strain condition,
and the stress condition
that was effective at 800 C., can be determined
by the
method described.
The author uses the annaratus
shown in figure 2 for
stress analysis with linear~y and circularly polarized
parallel light and with crossed polarizers.
The interference patterns for monochromatic
circularly polarized
light
show lines of equal illumiilation, corresponding
to the
lines of equal path difference
which the two vibrations
and
along the direction
S with velocities
VI
V2
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the homogeneously

.,

2. Xxarnple of Application

‘“-

As an example of the,application
of the fixation method, the pressure of a sphere on a block will be discussed.
.,.

~~ ——__________________
Determination
of t,he
of stress.- Two
- condition
_____________
blocks of trolon (2.’3 x 4.7”x 4.7 cm and 4.7 x 4.5 x 3.0
cm) in hot water at 80° C. were each subjected to a pressure of 14 kilograms by means of a 5-centimeter
diameter
steel ball.
After the fixation of. the elastic deformations by cooling to room temperature,
one block was sliced
into sections parallel
to the load axis (fig. 3) (and the
other block into sections at right angles to this axis
(fi”g. 10)) - the slices being about 2 millimeters
in thickness - Which were then studied ]Vith the apparatus
(fig.
2).*
If the’ ray direction
coincides l~ith a principal
normal stress or, correspondingly,
with one of the principal
light velocities,
for instance, with
VIII,
figure 1, the
difference
of path
8 between the sinusoidal
light vibrations for a ray path
s is linearly proportional
to the
velocity difference
-v
of
the
two
rays
belonging
to
‘II
I
ray direction
III.
Let

w

be the phase angle
second (w = 27-Tn,

A, wave
.“,

t,

length

per

of light

time

Vo, velocity

..J

velocity in radians
n = frequency)

of light

in undeformed

material

then we have:
8

,“

=UJ”(tI~tII);

=W

VIIVI
———————

‘I ‘II
-———--—_______________________

* The

slices,
immersed

tI

=

s

S/Vi,

w
———

.s

t.11= S/~II;

(1)

s

TO
____________—_—.

————————

becoming rough and opaque by cutting,
in a fluid having the same refractive

were
index.

,,
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.

I
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The changes in the refractive
index, due to the deformain equation
VI
VII
= V02
tion being slight, we may put
(l).
Since w A= 2R V.
we have:
and
‘II -Vo. = c o~,
c
8 = 2R ~–vo
--

(C1 - C@

s;
(2)

is the order of the difference
in path
6.
Here
n
71 II
is one of the three principal
shearing stresses in the
The
stress condition
of a small particle of the material.
photoelastic
characteristic
coefficient
k of the material was found in a fixation test at 80° C. with a bending
specimeil of trolon to be
(at 200 C: k=
k = 3.7 cm/kg
0.18 cm/kg)
for light of wave length
A ~ 5500 ~.
From equation
(2) it follows:
If the direction of
the rays coiilcides with a direction of principal
normal
for a ray path
s in homogestress, the path difference
neously deformed material is linearly proportional
to the
amount of the difference
of the other two principal
normal
stresses - small deformations
being assumed.
Under the vertical pressure of a ball on the flat
surface of a large block, two principal
normal stress directions in every particle fall, for reasons of symmetry,
in the planes through the axis of symmetry.
The third
principal
normal stress direction is at right angles to
the other planes.
This also holds good at the faces of a
sufficiently
thin section which contains the load axis
and is bounded by planes parallel to the load axis.
Oh-=
serving such a section in the apparatus under monochromatic
circularly polarized
light and with the incident rays perpendicular
to the plane of the section, the lines of equal
shearing
illumination
represent
lines of equal principal
stress because the ray direction in every point of this
section coincides with a principal
light velocity
(fig. 4).
Similarly,
the lines of equal illumination
in the interference patterns
for sections 2, 3, and 4 can le interpreted approximately
as lines of equal principal
shear
stress, because the sections still lie under the common
contact surface between steel ball and block (figs. 5, 6,
and 7).
The reduction
in the number of zones is indicaThe interference
tive of the decrease in the stresses.
fringes, figure 8, after the cross cut through section 1,
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show the altogether
minor effect of the mechanical
division on the optical behavior of the material relieved of
,s,tress by the proces,s of fixation.
...
,,, ,,,
_.,._
,,
The stresses in the center section are compared with
the stresses which L. l?~ppl derived along the axis of symmetry %y computation.
Since Fgpplls solution extends H. Hertzrs (reference
7) theory of hardness, we shall state some important conclusions and compare, them with the experimental
results.
klCommarison
of the experimental
test ————..—————
results of
——___.______=______m_______—_——___
Hertz~s
(rg<erenye 7) and Fonplis (refere~~~~>–s.~~~t>~~s
i
according
to
the
theory
of
elasticity.Tests
of
the
elas———————
______________
tic behavior of trolon at 80° C., gave the following Values:
Modulus of elasticity
E = 130 kg/cm2
(at 20° C: E S 25,000 kg/cma)

(tensile

Poisson?s

test)

Shear

ratio

m x 2.8
G = ——————
2(:+1)

modulus

(compression

test)

E = 48 kg/cm2

Proportional
limit z 18 kg/cm2
200 c: s 100 kg/cm2)

(tensile

test)

(at

At constant temperature
(80° C.) these values may change
with the duration of the heat treatment.
The reason for
this change probably follows from the observation
that prolonged exposure to high temperature
is followed by the conversion of solid constituents
of the material into gaseous
ones.
TABL13 I
Radius
.—_____

a

____

of Surface

of Contact

.————_—_——__———_————————————
—

Theoretical
solution according to H. Hertz
-——————-_——_-———-—--——————-

Test-data
.—.—— ——-

trolon

steel
a=

5.6

mm

.Z,
a

=

/
1- ———------

1

3P r

——--‘8~G1

~ 5.6 mm

trolon

-1 —————_—-——_————_———_—---————-

“

8
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Mean

Compressive
Stress
on Surface
Pm
of
Contact
.—————
——_-__—
____
————————————————————Test data
.———————_——__—__

Pm “ P/m
= 14.2

aa =
kg/cm2

.———————————_—-

Theoretical
solution
—————————————————.-——..Pm = 14.2 kg/cm2
Maximum
=

stress

PO =

1.5 pm

= 21.3 kg/cm2
————————————————————.

exerts a pressure
r = 2.5 cm
If a sphere of radius
P = 14 kg
on the surface of contact betweeil sphere and
l)lock, there are oltained values as found in tables I to
III.
Accordin~
to table III, the experimental
values for
the axis
the priilcip?.1 shear stresses
T1 and
along
‘II
of symmetry, r.re in good agreement with the theoretical
solutions,
except for the area right next to the surface
of contact.
An even better agrccmcilt is obtained by drawing a
curve throu.~h the experimciltal points in figure 9 and then
shifting the curve in the
Z direction parallel
to the
.
.axls of symmetry by 7 percent of the radius of the contact
surface.
The position
of the experimental
points plotted in
I‘igure 9 was determined
from the fringe
(z = O).
The delineation
of the fringe for a trolon specimen is subject
to ?. disturbance*
of the order of magnitude
of ‘7 percent
of the radius of the surface of contact if the rays are,
as in the investigation,
parallel to the bounding planes
of the section.
The fringes of figure 12 manifest this
disturbance
clearly.
This is probably
the principal
cause
of the discrepancy
between the theoretical
and the experimental values.
--------------------------------------------------------*
Subsequently
it was determined
that the disturbances
are
not perceptible
immediately
after slicing, but have develthat
the accuracy
oped within a few hours to such an extent
The effect is also present
.of measurement
may be immaired.
in material mhich does nit refract light, if the section is
not fresh.
The measurements
near the edge are the more accurate, the fresher the cut is at the time of measurement.

.,

TABLE III
Principal Shear Stresses (cf. figs. 4 and 9)
Theoretical solution (L. l?~ppl)

Test data

,

According to equation (2):
T = n/ks; thickness of section s = 0.21 cm
k= 3.7 cm/kg

(formulas in fig. 9)

T1= T1l = T = n 1.29 kg/cm2
z
z
0.03
.08
.15

I

3
3.5
4

.22

4.5

.43
.&l
.77

5
4.5
4

.95
1.15
1.37
1.69
2.25
3.06

Principal shear stress T
kg/cm2
....pm
““””PC)

n

3.9
4.5
5.2

3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
i

I
I

0.27
.32
.36

0.18
.21
.24

z
;
0.03
.08
.15

Principal shear stress T
kg/c*
““”0 Po
““”” Pm
0.11
.15

0.17
.23

5,8

.41

.27

.22

.20
.24

.31
.36

6.5
5.8

.45
.41

.30
.27

.43
.62

.29
.29

.44
.44

5.2
4.5
3.0
3.2
2.6
1.9
1.3

.36
.32
.27
.23
.18
.14
.09

.24
.21
.18
.15
.12
.09
.06

.2?
.24
.20
.17
13
.08
.05

.41
.36
.31
.25
.20
,12 c
,07

.77
.95
1.15
1.37
1.69
2.25
3.06

●

- 2.3
3.3.

●

:

4.4
5.2
6.26.2.

,

5.8,
5.1’
4.4
3.6’
2.8;
1.8:
~oo:
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In order to show by experiment
that the third principal shear stress
for
the
axis
of symmetry is equal
T1ll
to zero, one block was sliced perpendicular
to the load
axis as illustrated
in figure 10.
On a small particle
through which the axis of symmetry”passes
(fig. 9), the compressive
stresses perpendicular to this axis, r.re everywhere
the same., For this rea,son there can be no path difference
through such a particle
if the section is analyzed under light falling at right
angles to the pl~.ne of the section and using the apparatus
described.
The lines of equal path difference
are circles whose
centers coincide with the axis of symmetry (figs. 11 to
13).
The path difference
for the center is equal to zero,
rises to a maximum radially,
and drops to zero toward the
outer edge of the block.
In linearly polarized
light the isochromatic
patterns
These
show a s-~perimposed cross of dark lines (fig. 14).
dark lines are called ‘fisogyres. II The isogyre indicates
all points for which the principal
axes of the elliptical
section of l?resnel~s ellipsoid coincide with the vibration
planes of the crossed polarizers.

III.
1.

THY MZTHOD
Principle

OF IMMZRS1ON

of the iJethod

The refractive
index of the solid, transparent
substances
especially
suitable for photoelastic
studies (such
as glass, trolon, and. bakelite)
changes very little as the
result of deformation.
For photoelastic
glass, this change
amounts, at the most, to about 10-4; for bakelite and trolon, a-bout 1.5 x 10-3.
the deflection
of
Consequently,
the rays, even in a heterogeneously
deformed substance,
is
not very great.
The passage of the light through the su3stance is almost rectilinear.
But OH entering transparent
as on emerging from them, the light can be masubstances,
terially deflected
if the normals to the boundary
surfaces
the index of refl”a’eare at an angle to the light rays aild.
tion of the doubly refracting
material is markedly
different from that of the surrounding material - air glass, for
instance.
If the doully refracting
material is placed in
a medium of equal refractive
index, the ray experiences
no

.—-.,......... .

,
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deflection
when passing from, this mediumto
the material
or vice versa! no matter what the boundary of the deformed
do,ul)l.y
refracting. material,
,l?luids are best suited as mediums of equal refractive
index.
Figure”-15 illustrates
the refraction
of light at a simple boundary between two
mediums of unequal refractive
indices
nl
and”n2.
A
transparent
body of any form immersed in a“fluid of equal
refractive
index can be analyzed under parallel polarized
light with the apparatus
(fig. 2).
The interference
patterns that appear under illumination
have, in general, a
very complicated
relationship
Ivith the stress conditions.
The path”-difference
of t“he rays is induced by deformation
conditions
and. stress conditions which- vary along the path
of the ray, both as regards their principal
directions
and
. their type.
But even so, the relationship
of the interference patterns
can generally be adequately
interpreted
if the principal. directions
for the ray path in the heterogeneously
deformed body are aPproxim2.tely constant, or if
the directions
of the tlVo principal normal stresses with
the largest difference
in magnitude
(largest principal
shear stress) remains nearly constant along the path of
the ray.
Two technically
important
examples of these cases are
given in the following.
The examination
of the stress condition was accomplished
without destroying
the specimen.
Begiilnings of the immersion method may be found in
the work of Z. Tuzi, who in 1927 investigated
a prismatic
bending s:~ecimen of trapezoidal
section in a fluid of
equal refractive
index (reference 8).
2. Examples

of Application

~~ ————___
Bending of bars of constant and variable
“
“
circular
cross section .- The bending and illumination
of bars with
———_________
constant and variable circular cross sections affords examples of the ca’se in which the principal
stresses and
principal
strains along the ray path remain almost in the
same direction.
Figures 16 to 19 show such bars immersed in fluids of
equal refractive
index (mixtures of carbon disulphide
and
turpentine)
and ~.nalyzed under parallel. ,circular~y polarized light with the apparatus of figure 2.
The ray path
was perpendicular
to the plane of bending.
The lines of
equal illumination
are lines of equal path difference.
The

interference

fringes

for

the notched

bar

(figs.

12
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17 to 19), show, that the interference
pattern for the minimum cross section differs from that for the cylindrical
part of the bar.
These phenomena point to the well-known
fact” that under the same loading the stresses and strains
present in the minimum section differ from those in a cylindrical bar of the same diameter.
The points of maximum path difference, - they appear
as sources of the zones as the load is increased - lie, in
the smallest cross section, relatively
closer at the l)ottom of the notch than in the cylindrical
part of the bar
at the outer edge.
This shifting of maximum values indicates the increase in stress in the notch from the combined effects of form and load.
Figure 20 shows the trolon specimen partly in a medium of equal refractive
index (right side) and partly in
air (left side).
The picture illustrates
the explanations
of figure 15 and by comparison,
illustrates
the purpose
and success of the immersion method.
The darker portion
of figure 20 shows the result of the illumination
of the
bar in air, the lighter portion With the visible interference bands, the result of using a medium of equal refractive index.
~~ ——_—_—_________,
Pressure
of ~________________
ball on a block.- If a block of
transparent , doubly refractive
material
(glass, for instance) on which a sphere is being pressed is illuminated
with circularly
polarized
light between parallel polarizers with the direction
of the rays perpendicular
to the
load axis, interference
fringes are produced as in figures
21 to 24.
The path difference
of the rays is brought about
by deformation
and stress conditions which vary along the
ray path as to both their principal
direction and their
nature.
A particle
contributes
its maximum share to the
path difference
on a path
As
if the incident rays are
perpendicular
to the plane through the maximum and minimum
principal
normal stresses.
In our investigation
this is
the case for those particles
Which lie under the common
contact surface between ball and block and near to the
load axis.
The stress condition of these particles
discloses, moreover,
the absolute maximum principal
normal
stress differences.
For this reason, the illumination
yields an interference
pattern which gives approximately
the difference
of the principal normal stresses in a plane
through the load axis.
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The comparison
of figures 21 to 23, with figures
7, shows the similarity of the interference
fringes.

4 to

Translation
lIy J. Vanier,
National Advisory
Committee
for Aeronautics.
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Figure l.-Freanellsellipsoid.
It characterizesthe
propagation of light in any
snmll defo-d particle of a
transparent substance.
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Figure9.-Representation
of the distributionof
stressalong the axis of symmetry.The
experimentalvalues of the principal shear stress

n, .n,

7- from table III are compared with the theoretical solution by L. Foppl.
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Figure 2.- Apparatus for the photo-elastic
investigationof three dimensional
stress and strain conditions.
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Figure 15.-Refractionof light
at the boundary between two mediums having different refractive indexes nl
and n2 .
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ment of
?iguro 4.- Center
Slices(Soctione)
section 1
parallel to the
through the block.
axis of pressure.
The line. of equal
Material: Trolon.
illumination correspond
The mactiozm,about
to the lines of equal
2 - thick were anprincipal shear stress.
●lysed with the apMagniflcation:2.8,
paratun(Fig.2) to
reduced to 2/3 sire.
determine the stress
distribution
that
wag ●ffoctive ●t 80°C.

~ction 3
through
the block magnification;2.8.
reduced to
isai
2/3 ●

Jignre

6.-

?igure

Mguro

5.- Section 2
through
the block _ific=ition:2.8,
reduced to
2/3 si=e.

7.-

Section 4
through
the block ma@fication:2.8,
rmducod to
2/3 •i~e.

~ignre 8.- A cross
cut through
tb center section 1
magnification:2.8 ,
reduced to 2/3 si~e.

?igures 3-8.- Investigation of the #trees distribution due to
the pre&ro
of a bali on ● block by th fi=tion
mthodo
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Pigs.

10,11,12,13,14

Arrange-

ment of
slices(sections)at
right anglem to the
load axiu.

Figure 12.- Section 6, the deformation
of the edge indicates dis.
tortion by which a discrepancy is caused
between the theoretical and the experinmntal results. lAagnification:2.8,reduced to 2/3 rni~e.

Pigure 11.- Section 5
megnification:2.8, reduced to
2/3 size.

Figure 13.Section 7
zs2a
Magnification:2.8,
reduced to
2/3 8iZOa

Figure 14.- Section 5
In linear
polarized light a dark
cross(Isogyre) appears
superposed on the isochromatlc pattern.
Magnification:2.8 ,
reduced to 2/3 ●ige.

~igures 10,11.12.13,14.- Inve*ti@t~on of the diatribntion of stresse8
produced by the pressure of a ball on ● block
using the method of fixation.
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X’igs.16,1?,18,19,20,21,22,23,24
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Figure 16. - Glass rod of
uniform circular section loaded in
bending, analyzed by the
method of inmersion.
J&nification:2.8, reduced to 2/3 size.
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Figure 20.- Trolon bar partly
in air(left)
wartb in a medium having the
&me ;efractive index(right).
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rig. 22
1?= 10kg

H’ig.21
-P=5kg

Fig. 18

Pig. 19
Figures 17,18,19.- Hotched Trolon bar of
circular section loaded in bending, analyzed by the immersion
method. The bending load increases from Fig.17 to Fig.19.
Uagnification:2.8, reduced”to
2/2Ssize.

Fig. 24
Fig. 23
P=f60~g
P= 40kE
Figures 21,22,
23,24.Pressure of a
steel ball on
a block of
glass. Ma@fication:2.8,
reduced to 3/4
size. Investigation by saethod of immersion. “
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